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Marieke Teeuw was born on August 12, 1976 in Amsterdam. After secondary school at
the Gemeentelijk Gymnasium in Hilversum, she started studying medicine at the
University of Amsterdam. During her study, she participated in a neurogenetic research
project at the ANZAC institute in Sydney, Australia. She graduated in September 2006.
After an orientation period in the community genetics section at the clinical genetic
department of VU university medical center, she obtained clinical experience as a
resident in neurology at the Onze Lieve Vrouw Gasthuis in Amsterdam. In March 2008,
Marieke returned to community genetics and worked as a PhD-student under the
supervision of professor Martina Cornel, professor Leo ten Kate and professor Peter
Heutink. In the years 2013-2014 she has worked as a resident in clinical genetics, after
which she completed this thesis. As of October 2014 Marieke is working as a resident in
psychiatry and will start her specialist training in psychiatry in April 2015 at GGZ inGeest.
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